Brandish

Brandish, Western Writers of America
Spur award finalist! At age 42, Captain
Ethan Brandish has finally given up his
command of Fort Lowell, deep in the
Apache territory of Arizona. He knows
there has to be more to life than constantly
battling rattlesnakes and renegades, and
now hes going to find out what life has to
offer. But the vicious Apache leader
Yellow Shirt has another fate in store for
Brandish.

To brandish something is to wave it about aggressively, as one might brandish a sword or tennis racket (if its a
particularly intense game).Digital agency that uniquely focuses on helping brands win on Amazon. We deliver expert
strategy backed by creative content that makes product pages soar.brandish A man brandishing a gun had threatened
staff and customers at a local bank. At one point, the suspect brandished a knife. In her writing she recountsbrandish
pronunciation. How to say brandish. Listen to the audio pronunciation in English. Learn more.Meaning: move or raise,
as a weapon, mid-14c., from Old French brandiss-, present participle stem of brandir to flourish (a See more
definitions.Define brandish. brandish synonyms, brandish pronunciation, brandish translation, English dictionary
definition of brandish. tr.v. brandished , brandishingswing, wave, flourish, brandish, thrash mean to wield or cause to
move to and fro or up and down. swing implies regular or uniform movement. ?swing the rope back and forth? wave
usually implies smooth or continuous motion.Brandish may refer to: Brandish (video game), a 1991 action role-playing
video game and the first video game in the Brandish series Brandish (series), a fourbrandish /?br?nd??/USA
pronunciation v. [~ + object]. to shake, wave, or display (something), esp. in a threatening way:the gunman brandishing
his weapon.Carol Dallon, known publicly as Brandish is the Wife of Mark Dallon and the mother of Victoria Dallon.
She is also the adoptive mother of Amy Dallon, and abrandish verb [ T ] uk ? /?br?n.d??/ us ? /?br?n.d??/ to wave
something in the air in a threatening or excited way: She brandished a saucepan at me so I ran out of the kitchen.
Shaking, swinging and vibrating.German Translation of brandish The official Collins English-German Dictionary
online. Over 100000 German translations of English words and phrases.Brandish (????????) is a series action
role-playing video games by Nihon Falcom that began with the original Brandish originally released in 1991 for theTo
wave something about: to wave something about, especially a weapon, in a menacing, theatrical, or triumphant
way.Synonyms for brandish at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for
brandish.
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